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In this note we shall determine a nontrivial lower bound for the period of the Fibonacci series modulo m. This prob-
lem was posed by D. D. Wall [2 ] , p„ 529. 

Let a(m) denote the subscript of the first term of the Fibonacci series 

(1» Fn+2= Fn+1 + Fn, F0 = 0, F, = 1, 

which is divisible by m. Let k(m) denote the period of \ Fn I modulo m. Define the sequence i Ln 1 so that 

(2) Ln+2= Ln+1 + Lnr L0=2f L1 = 1 . 

Then our main result is the following theorem: 

Theorem. Let t beany natural number such that Lt<m, where m>2. Then k(m)>2t, with equality if and 
only if Lt = m and t is odd. 

Wall posed the question for prime values of m. It is not known whether or not there are infinitely many prime m 
such that Lt = m when t is odd. 

For the proof of the theorem we need some preliminary results. The following theorem is proved in [1] (Th. 3). 
Vinson's Theorem. Let m beany integer greater than 2. If a(m) is odd, then k(m) = 4a(m); if 8^m and 

a(p) =2 (mod 4) for ail odd prime divisors of mf then k(m) = a(m); in any other case, k(m) = 2a(ml 
In addition to well known identities, the following is useful: 

(3) F, ss -(-i)jFk(m)_j (mod m) . 

Equation (3) follows by induction on i, using (1), Fo = Fj<(m) = Of and F'7 = F^(m)+^ ^ f (mod m). 

Lemma. k(Ln) = 4n when n is even; k(Ln) = 2n when n is odd. 
Proof: a(Ln) = 2n is known, and may be proved using F2n = FnLn, Ft<Ln for t<n+ 1, and the fact that 

subscripts n for which m\Un form an ideal. The lemma follows by an application of Vinson's theorem. 
Proof of Theorem: St is known [2] that k(m) is even. Using the identities (3) and 

(4) Ln = F^j + Fn+j , 

we see that if k(m) = 2t then Ft = -(-1)tFt (mod m)f so t is odd or Ft=0 (mod ml If t is odd then by (3) we 
have Ft+i = - F f _ / (modm) implying (by (4)) that 

(5) Lt = Ft+f + Ff-i = 0 (mod m). 

Otherwise, if Ft = 0 (mod m) then by (1), 

(6) Ft+i-Ft-i = 0 (mod m). 

Clearly, if t </? then 

(7) 0 < Ft+i + Ft„i < Fn+1 + Fn^ = Ln < m, 

by the hypothesis of the theorem. By (4) 

Ft+1 ~ Ft-1 = 2Ft+i - Lt, 

and since m > Lt> Ft+f when t < n, we have 

(8) Ft+1 - Ft„i < m . 
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Now, (5) and (7) imply that t = n and Lt = m, and (6) and (8) are never simultaneously true. Thus t > n, with 
equality only if Ln = m. By the lemma, 

k(m) = 2t = 2n 

if and only if n and t are odd and Ln = m. The conclusion of the theorem follows. 
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[Continued from page 348.] 

HkM = Ys Hkn*n (Hk(Ot = (H0)
k = rk) , 

n=0 
where 

and 

are 

HQ(X) = f0M = Y, *n = (i-*r1 

n=0 

H7M - (r + sx)(1-x-x2f1 

(2) 

(1 - 3x +x2)H2(x) = r2 - s2x - 2exH0(-x) 

(1-4x- x2)H3(x) = r3+ s2x - 3exH1(~x) 

(1 - 7x +x2)H4(x) = r4-s4x + 2e2xH0M - 8exH2(-x) 

(1- 11x-x2)H5(x) = r5+s5x + 5e2xH1(x) - 15exH2(-x) . 

The general expression for the generating function is (see [3]) 

[k/2] 

(3) (1-akx + (~1)kx2)HkM = rk-(-s)kx + kx ] P (=U- Bj akjH k.2}U-i)!x) , 
hi J 

where 

(f-x-x2rJ= jr akjX*-2i, 
k=2j 

that is, akj- are generated by the jth power of the generating function for Fibonacci numbers tn. Note the occur-
rence in (3) of the Lucas numbers an. 

FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

In the process of obtaining (3), we use 
lk/21 

(4) gk(x) = ^5Hk(x) = Y ( k
J)°

iFk-2j((-1)'x) (F0M = H0M) , 

hO 
where 

and 
Fk(x) = [{r~sh)a]k(]-akxf1 + [(sa~r)b]k(1-bkxf1 (k = 1,2,3,-) 

a=l±JLw b = LzJA (a,b rootsof x 2 - x - f = 0), 

leading to the general inverse 

[Continued on page 354.] 


